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Purpose 
This study was concerned with investigating the 
effects of selected grips on a baseball to pitching velocity . 
The primary purpose being to determi ne whether there was a 
significant difference between the velocity of a fastball 
gripped across the seams to the velocity of a fastball grip-
ped with the seams . 
Methods and Procedures 
The subjects used in the study were eighteen pitchers 
sel ected r andomly from the rosters of three baseball teams 
during t he baseball season of 1967 . A fifty per cent random 
sample was drawn from the pitching staff of each team . The 
teams selected and the number of subjects from each team is 
as follows : 
1. Seven pitchers from Morehead State Universi ty at 
Morehead , Kentucky 
2 
2 . Five pitchers from Eastern Kentucky State Univer-
sity at Richmond, Kentucky . 
J . Six pitchers from the Salem, Virginia Class A 
professional baseball team . 
An electric timing device was developed to measure the 
velocity of a thrown baseball . The timing device consisted 
of two frames that were placed forty- one feet apart . The 
subject would throw the regular distance of sixty feet, six 
inches with the first frame set up ten feet in front of the 
pitcher . As the ball passed through the first frame, it 
would activate a 1/100 second timer . The timer would con-
tinue running until the ball passed through the second frame 
which deactivated the timer . This gave an elapsed time for 
the duration of ball flight for the forty - one feet . The 
time of flight between the two frames was divided by the 
distance separating the two frames, giving the velocity of 
the pitch in feet per second . Each subject was tested on 
an individual basis with all testing procedures completed in 
one testing session . Each subject threw a total of twenty 
pitches . Ten fastballs were thrown gripping the ball across 
the seams and ten fastballs were thrown gripping the ball with 
the seams . The mean was then derived for each method of 
gripping the ball by dividing the total score achieved for 
the subject by the number of pitches thrown for each method 
of gripping the ball . 
3 
The study was designed to test the null hypothesis 
that there was no significant difference between the velocity 
of a fastball gripped across the seams to the velocity of a 
fastball gripped with the seams . 
Major Findings 
1 . The preliminary analysis of the mean scores 
revealed that f or the individual subjects used in the study, 
the mean duration of flight for the fastball gripped across 
the seams ranged from 0 . 321 seconds to 0 . 383 seconds or 73 .0 
miles per hour to 87 . 1 miles per hour . The mean duration of 
flight for the fastball gripped with the seams ranged from 
0 . 328 seconds to 0 . 398 seconds or 70 . 2 miles per hour to 
85 . 2 miles per hour . 
2 . The mean velocity of the eighteen subjects 
gripping the fastball across the seams was , 343 seconds or 
81 . 6 miles per hour . The mean velocity of the fastball 
gripped with the seams was , 353 seconds or 79 ,9 miles per 
hour . 
3 . The difference in the mean velocity of fastballs 
gripped across the seams to fastballs gripped with the seams 
was .010 seconds or 2 . 4 miles per hour . 
4 . The small sample t - test was computed on the basis 
of seventeen degrees of freedom . With seventeen degrees of 
freedom the t value must be 2 . 110 to be significant at the 
. 05 level of significance . Since the obtained t value was 
- 9 . 25, the hypothesis that there was no significant differ-
ence was rejected . 
Conclusions 
The findings of this study with these subjects show 
that there was a very significant difference between the 
mean velocity of the fastball gripped across the seams to 
the mean velocity of the fastball gripped wi th the seams . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Pitching has long been recognized as one of the most 
important phases of baseball . Even though considerable 
research has been done on most aspects of pitching, there are 
still controversial opinions by baseball authorities concern-
ing the best way to grip a baseball to achieve maximum pitch-
ing velocity . 
There are two primary factors to consider in deter-
mining which way to grip a baseball . These two factors are 
speed and break . According to Watts, the grip is basic in 
importance of achieving velocity on the fastball . 1 
The purpose of this study was to determine the rela-
tionships between selected grips on a baseball which contri -
bute to maximum pitching velocity . Improvement in the effi-
ciency of teaching and learning of the physical qualities 
that contribute toward the making of a polished pitcher will 
be promoted by a greater understanding of these qualities . 
The Problem 
This study was concerned with determining the relation-
l1ew Watts , The Fine Art of Baseball (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey : Prentice- Hall, Inc .-,-1964 ) , p . 78 . 
2 
ship between se l ected grips on a baseball to pitching veloc -
ity. 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine 
whether there was a significant relationship between the 
velocity of a fastball gripped across the seams, to the 
velocity of a fastball gripped with the seams . The subjects 
were a selected group of pitchers · from two university teams 
and one professional baseball team . The selected univers i ty 
teams were Morehead State University at Morehead , Kentucky 
and Eastern Kentucky State University at Richmond , Kentucky . 
The professional team selected was the Salem, Virginia team 
of the Appalachian League . 
The sub- problems of the study were : 
1. To determine the velocity of a fastball thrown 
with the seams . 
2 . To determine the velocity of a fastball thrown 
across the seams . 
3 . To ascert ain any diff erences which existed between 
the velocity of a fastball thrown with the seams as opposed 
to throwing a fastball across the seams . 
Hypothesis 
For purposes of statistical inference, the null hypo -
thesis was tested that there was no significant difference 
3 
in the means of a fastball thrown with the seams to the means 
of a fastball thrown across the seams . 
Definition of Terms 
In this study the following terms are defined as : 
Across the seams . A ball gripped in such a manner 
that , when thrown, it will have four seams rotating against 
the air . 
Amateur . One who has not signed a contract to play 
for a professional baseball team . 
Air resistance . Refers to the force which opposes the 
motion of the thrown baseball . 
Fastball . The swiftest pitch that the pitcher is cap-
able of throwing . 
Hop . This is an illusion in which it appears to the 
batter that the ball hopped during the latter part of the 
flight of the ball. Investigations have shown that the "hop" 
is actually a slight vertical rise in the ball ' s flight to 
the batter . 
Professional . A player who has signed a contract to 
• play for a professional baseball team . 
Rotation . Angular movement around an axis . 
Spin . The same as rotation . 
Velocity . The speed of a thrown baseball . 
With the seams . -------
4 
A ball gripped in such a manner that, 
when thrown , it will have only two seams rotating against 
the air . 
Basic Assumptions 
It was assumed that : 
1 . The testing device gave an accurate measurement 
of the subject ' s velocity . 
2 . All subjects gave an honest performance on all 
test pitches . The results of this experiment relied on the 
honest performance of each subject for accurate data . 
The Need for the Study 
This study developed out of discussions with pitchers, 
coaches , and scouts associated with professional baseball . 
These men , authorities on baseball theory, maintained contro-
versial opinions as to the best way to grip a baseball to 
achieve maximum velocity on the fastball . 
The importance of research in baseball is determined 
by the great number of youth who participate in this sport . 
It is the responsibility of teachers and coaches to have a 
better understanding of the best method of instruction . 
Ultimately, the research on pitching fundamentals has 
given teachers and coaches an opportunity to gain important 
... 
5 
knowledge on certain aspects of pitching . 
The study by James D. Kenny, showed that the twenty-
one selected pitchers had a higher average velocity throwing 
the ball overhand . The average velocity of the overhand fast -
ball was . 5826 seconds from the pitcher ' s hand to home plate . 
The underhand fastball had an average velocity of . 6280 
seconds . 2 
Warren Hacker, a pitcher for twenty- one years in 
professional baseball, several of these years in the major 
leagues, said that he would grip the baseball either way 
according to the situation . When he wanted to throw his good 
fastball, he would grip the ball across the seams for greater 
velocity . 3 
Steve Hamilton, pitcher for the New York Yankees , is 
of the opinion that he gets better results with his fastball 
by gripping the ball with the seams . 4 
Woody Fryman , pitcher for the Pittsburgh Pirates , 
throws his overhand fastball with the seams . He gives his 
reason that it is more comfortable for him to grip the ball 
2James D. Kenny, 11A Study of Relative Speeds of 
Different Types of Pitched Balls ," (Master ' s Thesis, Iowa 
City: State University of Iowa , 1938), p . 16. 
3Permission to use above granted by Warren Hacker in 
an interview, April 7, 1967 . 
4Permission to use above granted by Steve Hamilton in 
an interview, January 4, 1967 . 
I 
with the ~earns. FrYJllan also said that he believed that it 
,, 
was easier for him to control his fastball when gripping the 
I 
,: 
ball with:' the seams. 5 
!'. 
6 
Several writers have dealt with the subject of grip in 
their writings very extensively. Edwards, in his Baseball 
' 
Coach's Complete Handbook, made the following observation: 
.; There are two primary factors to consider when 
gripping the ball for a particular pitch. These 
fabtors are speed and break. The fewer seams rotating 
against the air, the faster the ball will go, while 
th~ greater the number of seams rotating against the 
air, the greater the break on the ball.6 
!• 
I 
Further discussion as to the need of a good fastball 
is furnished by Lew Watts who relates that: 
'I Pitchers who compile impressive strikeout records 
invariably possess an exceptionally good fastball. 
It ,lis their strikeout pitch. Even in the case of 
pit:, chers who are not overpoweringly swift, a good 
we]l controlled, and judiciously used fastball is 
most likely to be their out pitch.7 
Pit,ching coach Johnny Sain, in an article written. by 
Don Weisk~pf, states that: 
i 
! 
5pe'i'mission to use above granted by Woody Fryman in 
an intervi~w, January 4, 1967. 
I 
6no'n Edwards, Baseball Coach's Complete Handbook, 
West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing Company, Inc., r 
1966, p. 2~. . 
7 11 · Le~ Watts, The Fine Art of Baseball (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey:7'rentice-Halr, Inc., 1964), p. 74. 
As far as the seams on the ball are concerned, 
every pitcher seems to hold the ball a little bit 
differently . So I seldom try to change anybody . 
I suggest they try various grips and let them decide 
as to which way they feel the best . 8 
7 
Rex Bowen , Director of Scouting for the Pittsburgh 
Pirates has expressed a great interest in this phase of pitch-
ing technique . He is of the opinion that greater velocity 
can be given to the ball if gripped across the seams and 
thrown overhand . He indicates that, when gripping the ball 
in this manner the four seams rotating against the air tend 
to accelerate its velocity . 9 
Logically, it would seem that there is a need for such 
a study to determine which is the best way to grip a base -
ball to achieve maximum velocity . 
Warren Spahn , in his publication on pitching, stated 
that the ball is over home plate about 1/75 of a second . lo 
The batter must have fast reflexes and good timing in order 
to make good contact . If this is so, a pitcher may reduce 
the hitter ' s chances even further if he can increase the 
velocity of his fastball by gripping the ball one way than he 
8Don Weiskopf, " Pitching Coach--Johnny Sain, " Athletic 
Journal, XLVI No . 7 (March, 1966) , p . 9 . 
9Permission to use above granted by Rex Bowen in an 
interview, January 4, 1967 . 
lOwarren Spahn and Bill Fay, "You Can Fool Some of the 
Hitters All of the Time, " Colliers, 136: 62 (July 22, 1955 ). 
can by usi~g other grips. 
With the emphasis placed on perfection at the pro-
,: 
I 
fessional level of baseball, a knowledge of the best way to 
ii 
i, 
grip a baseball for maximum velocity is desirable. 
'I 
There is also a need for this knowledge at the college 
:I 
or high sc~ool level. Coaches and physical education teachers 
I 
need this knowledge to increase their understanding of the 
,I 
correct tefching methods. 
1' The., educational responsibility is not entirely up to 
:i 
the teacher but should also be of concern to the pitcher. 
I 
I· 
Lew Watts relates that: 
The basic objective of every aspiring pitcher 
shoµld be to capitalize to the utmost on his physical 
equipment--to take full advantage of his God-given 
att'ributes. This involves not only the acquisition 
of ·a sound tactical background and the development 
of a good operational method, but learning to put 
a11: of his mechanical ability to effective use in 
the., actual throwing of the ball. In short, learning 
to pitch includes the development of maximum stuff 
within the limits of a man's physical capabilities. 11 
Limitations of the Study 
,, 
'I The., limitations of this study were imposed by the 
:i 
sample, wh:ich was delimited to pitchers on the team rosters 
I 







University, Richmond, Kentucky; and Salem, 
.££· cit., p. 50. 




No ilattempt was made to measure the velocity of 
,1 
pitchers who were not enrolled in these two schools or of 




Th, validity of the data for this study was dependent 
upon the Jnstrument used to measure the velocity of a thrown 






Organization of the Study 
Thi design of this investigation provides an intro-




four subsequent chapters. 
II Ch~pter II contains a review of related research and 
literaturl. This review deals with studies related to 
The results of this study are presented in 
"t h" II 1 "t pl C ing ye OCl y. 
11 
Ch&pter III describes the methods and procedures used 
I 
in conducting this investigation. 
I' 
Ch~pter IV contains the presentation and analysis of 
the data ihich was treated in two parts. Descriptive 
II 
,1 






'data. Inf'erential statistics were used to describe the 
data from ,~hich the sample was taken. 
Chapter V presents the summary, conclusions, impli-
', 
cations, ~'nd recommendations of this study. 
'I 
Thei Appendices contain the following information: 
' 
App:endix A--Correspondence Preparatory to the Study. 
Appendix B--Samples of Material Used in Data 
I 
I 
1i Gathering Procedures. 
,: 








1REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE 
Thelle has been considerable discussion and contro-
11 
versy by J~seball authorities as to the best way to grip a 
baseball Jb obtain maximum velocity. This writer has talked 
with seveJl1 outstanding major league pitchers and other men 
associated with professional baseball. 
to the controversy as to the best way 
-The! purpose of this review was 
' 
Their opinions added 
to grip the fastball. 
to present relevant 
research and literature which forms the background for this 
study. 
The research pertaining to the grip and its contri-
bution to relocity has not be~n very extensive. However, 
a consider~ble number of studies have been conducted on 
various as!bects of the velocity of the -fastball. These 
studies hare a direct relationship to the study of the grip 
and its contribution to pitching velocity. 
One! of the earliest studies concerning the velocity 
of thrown baseballs was conducted by Kenny in 1938. 
Kenly, in his study of twenty-one members of high 
11 
school, coilege, amateur, semi-professional, and professional 
I 
teams, found that the overhand fastball was 1.03 times (or 
II 
two feet p~r second) faster than the sidearm fastball. In 
! 
12 
eighteen ,, of the twenty-one cases, or in eighty-five per 
11 
cent of tije subjects, the overhand fastball was the fastest 
,I 
deli very. ,I The purpose of the study of Kenny was to find if 
:1 
there was :,any difference in the velocity of a thrown base-,, 
ball fromrthe underhand, overhand, and sidearm positions. 
' 
His findings indicated that forty-two per cent of the sub-
jects threw faster using a different type of delivery than 
I 
that judgJd as their natural style of throwing. He also 
concludedjthat the rotation of the overhand ball is upward 
I 
{backspin) away from the force of gravity.l 
<' ,,
Selin submitted that the velocity of a pitched base-
, 
,, 
ball is also dependent on the interaction of a number of 
ii 
forces. These forces include: 
!I 
' 1. :i The initial force applied to the ball· by the 
'I 
pitcher. :! 
2. ·: The force of gravity. 
3. The rotation of the ball. 
,1 
4 °1
1 Th · · 2 •I e air resistance. 
Acbording to Scott, the problem of air resistance is 
I 
' 




lKenny, .£E. cit., p. 15. 
II 
2c&rl Selin, "An Analysis of the Aerodynamics of 





or rotating. When the ball is rotating the object meets 
i 
increased resistance. On the opposite side that is turning 
i 
•I 
away from the direction of flight, air resistance is slight 




ball will curve away from the side of greater 
resistance! This is the spin that causes a ball to curve. 
' ' 
If the rot4tion is around a transverse axis, such as the 
backspin ori a baseball, the ball will gain distance in 
' 
flight.3 
Miller relates in his textbook that when a baseball ,, 
:, 




If the ball is spinning, it drags some air with 
it at a de~inite velocity. For the fastball with backspin, 
evaluated ~y Bernoulli,1 s equation, the pressure is greatest 
at the poirit where the air speed is least. In this instance, 
giving the )all a lifting effect.4 
In 1942, Verwiebe conducted an experiment concerned 
I 
with the b~seball curve. In this experiment, he also 
analyzed t~e trajectory of the straight ball. According to 




3a1adys Scott, Analysis of Human Motion (New York: 
F.S. Crofts and Company, 1963),p. 186. 
:1 
4Fr~nklin Miller Jr., College Physics (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1967), p. 262. 
ers can i mpar t to a ball ranges from about 90 to perhaps 
130 feet per second . The time of travel for 60 feet , 6 
inches , being about 0 . 5 seconds , with 0 . 4 seconds as the 
minimum . 5 
14 
The results of Verwiebe ' s study sugges ted that if the 
pitcher can impart enough spin to the ball to make it devi ate 
7 . 5 i nches upward , the ball will travel practically i n a 
horizontal plane . The maximum speed and spin that coul d be 
attained by some pi tchers might give the ball a vertical 
r i se in its flight . 6 
Several investigators have reported the rise or "hop" 
on a baseball is caused by some peculiar effects that are 
not explained . The review of the literature related to 
velocity measurements indicates that a pitcher does not put 
spin on a baseball without some purpose . The spin may cause 
the ball to veer at least six inches from its normal trajec-
tory , up , down , or sidewise , depending upon the direction of 
the spin . 7 
Slater- Hammel and Stumpner reported that the reaction 
time fo r a batter to react to a ball in flight is .43 to 
5Frank L. Verwiebe , nnoes A Baseball Curve? , " The 
American J ournal of Physics , X (April , 1942 ) , p . 120 . 
6I bid . 
?Richard M. Sutton, "Baseballs Do Curve and Drop , " 




.58 seconds. This study indicated that a batter required 
:I ,, 
approxim~tely .21 seconds starting reaction time and .27 
seconds movement reaction time, or a total of .48 seconds to 
11 
react tolthe ball.8 
,I 
The purpose of the study made by Slater-Hammel and 
I' 
Andres wis to determine the length of time a batter can wait 
:1 
until heimakes his reaction to the ball in flight. The mean 
velocity,iof a fastball for the subjects in this study ranged 
from 95 fo 119 feet per second.9 
They also indicated that for the fastest pitcher in 
'I the study, that a fastball can be no closer than 25 to 40 
I ' 
feet of ~ome base.10 
I' 
S~lin reported in his study, that all pitches that 
I[ 
I 
rotated in a clockwise direction showed positive deviation. 
' I 
He designed a study to analyze the trajectories of pitched 
:1 
baseballs and to determine the causes of particular types 
of traje~tories. His findings indicated that if the velocity 




81.T. Slater-Hammel and R.L. 
Reaction4Time," Research Quarterly, 
Pp. 353-356. . 
I 
! 
9A.T. Slater-Hammel and E.H. 
Measurement of Fast Balls and Curve 
Quarterly, XXIII (March, 1952), Pp. 
I 
18Ibid., p. 97. 
Stumpner, 11Batting 









may be considered to have been deter-
mined by ~wo factors, the direction of rotation of the ball 
and the ~krtical angle.ll 
T~~ purpose of Selin 1s study was to analyze the 
trajectol~es of pitched baseballs to determine the causes 
of partic.\1lar types of trajectories. More than two hundred 
pitche~ Jlere recorded on film and the complete trajectories 
of the p~Jtches were analyzed in terms of velocity and rate 
of rotat~on of the ball.12 
sJllin also related that: 
I The direction of deviation of the knuckle ball 
was apparently not related to the direction of 
r9tation of the ball. It seems likely that, with 
such low speeds of rotation, the orientation of the 
sJams relative to the axis of rotation and relative 
td the air flow during the course of each pitch may 
hdve determined the direction of the deviation. The 
pdsition of the seams of the ball in relation to the 
a:iis of rotation of the ball and in relation to the 
a~r-flow past the ball may be the reason for the 
urtpredictability of -the trajectory of the knuckle 
b411. This phenomenon may affect the deviation of 
a]l types of pitches. 13 · 
rJ is believed by some investigators that the 11 lift 11 
ii 
on the thrown baseball may be partially explained by the 
ti 
Bernoulli equation explaining the 11 lift 11 of an airfoil. 
II 
II 
11s i· ii e J.n, 
1fibid., 









" If the shape of the leading edge of the airfoil 
is fight, streamline flow is ~aintained and the air 
molecules are crowded together above the wing. Since 
the ii flow lines are crowded together, the air speed 
is greater, just as if the air were flowing through 
a constriction in a pipe. Greater speed means le.ss 
pressure, and so the downward force caused by the 
air1: pressure on the upper surface is less than the 
upward force on the lower surface. 14 
i 
Add~tional application of Bernoulli's theory was 
conducted by Sutton. The purpose of his experiment was to 
find how mlch a baseball will curve. Sutton relates that: 
I 
Dur1ng the flight of a pitched baseball, the 
lin~ar speed is nearly constant, the spin velocity 
is iikewise almost constant, and any Bernoulli forces 
iritToduced by the spin must cause a small constant 
acceleration of the ball at right angles to its 
path. 15 ,, 
Su\~on's experiment revealed that the spin put on a 
1 
baseball by the pitcher may cause the ball to veer at least 
" 
six inches·i from its normal trajectory, up, down, or sidewise, 
·I 
depending upon the direction of the spin axis.16 ,, 





, the deviation of the ball is not large. Sutton I s 
" ,, study conc'[luded that: 
:1 
The,1 departure of the ball from its initial path 
i 
14Miller, £.E· cit., p. 263. 
:: 
15srtton, op. cit., p. 201. 
1611 . 
~lbJ.d., p. 202. 
18 
is not large; but it must increase with the s quare of 
the time , so that three- fourths of the total deviation 
occurs during the last half of the flight and half of 
the deviation occurs in the last three- tenths of the 
path from pitcher to batter . 17 
Raseball experts have extended great effort in many 
aspects of pitching techniques, but there are still consider-
able differences of opinions as to the best way to grip a 
baseball to achieve maximum velocity . 
Several writers have suggested that pitchers grip the 
ball across the seams so that the greatest number of seams 
will be exposed to the fullest degree of air resistance . 
Watts reported that by gripping the ball across the 
seams that : 
The heavy backspin exerts an opposite rising 
force that at a certain point succeeds in overcoming 
gravity for a split second , enabling the ball to 
rise slightly in its course of flight . 18 
Another writer who is concerned with the best grip to 
utilize when maximum velocity is desired is Don Edwards . 
Edwards maintains that to obtain maximum velocity the ball 
should be gripped with the seams . The fewer seams rotating 
against the air , the faster the ball will go and the greater 
number of seams rotating against the air, the greater the 
17rbid . , p . 202 . 
18watts, ~ · cit . , p . 77 . 
19 




Much of the research related to the velocity of a 
thrown bas'e ball was quanti ta ti ve in nature. Many writers 
,, 
and baseb~ll authorities emphasized the importance of speed 
in throwing a baseball. Several of these studies have 
' 
yielded important data that have a direct relationship to the 
11 
present stpdy. Reports of studies were limited for the most 
part to those which made a direct contribution to the needs of 
the preser:ict study. 
" I 
Th:i;:s chapter presented a few of the significant 
studies re,porting the different aspects of velocity measure-
!, 
ment of a thrown baseball. The results of these investi-., 
gations le,pd support to the present study of selected grips 
and their ,,contribution to the velocity of the fastball. ,, 
' 
19E~wards, .2E· cit., p. 24. 
,I ., 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Thi~ chapter of methods and procedures necessary for 
carrying out the plans of the study was reported as follows: 
'I ,, 
1. 'A description of the variables under consideration. ,, 
,I 
2. ; The selection of subjects for the study. 
i 




velocity measurement study. 
11 
4-,: The collection of the data. 
" 5. ,, An analysis of the data. 
6. 'The setting in which the study was conducted. 
Variables 
,i 
The're were two variables under consideration in the 
I 
study. Th1e first variable was to determine the velocity of 









The'' scores obtained on these variables were then sub-
jected to 'a statistical treatment to ascertain any relation-
ships which may exist between the two variables. 
I 
The Selection of Subjects 
I 





zations wi~hin the limits of the experimental design. The 
primary co~cern of this writer was the selection of subjects 
that were truly representative of the population. 
,, 
The,sampling procedure planned for the study made 
I' 
,1 
necessary yhe selection of three teams from which the sample 
I 
was drawn. :: 
sample. 
I 
The 'I teams utilized for the study were not a random 
I 
The teams were selected because of their avail-, 
'I ability for research purposes. 
For [I enumeration, the population was defined as includ-
,, 
ing all pitchers on teams at Morehead State University, 
I 
Eastern Kentucky State University, and the Salem, Virginia 
professionql club. 
,, 
A fifty per cent random sample was then selected from 
each team. ,\ The number that represented fifty per cent of the 
pitchers ffom each team was determined from the total number 
]: 
of names on each team list. If the number representing fifty 
I 
per cent came out to .5 of a subject, values were raised to 
the next h~gher number. 
1' 
Foriunrestricted random sampling, an attempt was made 
,1 
to draw the sample in such a way that each individual in the ,: 
defined un~verse had an equal chance of being selected for 
the study. Each individual of the universe was assigned a 
number. 
Using the Table of Random Numbers from Lindquist's 
Statistica::i Analysis in Educational Research, a fifty per 
11 
cent random sample was drawn from each pitching staff with 
ii 
•I random page selection, random starting point, and predeter-
,1 
mined dire'ction of the numbers . 1 No number was duplicated ,, 
I 





en per cent reserve list of random sample subjects 
,I 
was compi~ed for each team to provide alternates if some of 
I 
the origi~al selections were not available for testing. 
A total of thirty-five pitchers were enumerated as the 
' 
population, including: 
1. Thirteen pitchers at Morehead State University. 
2. Ten pitchers at Eastern Kentucky State University. 
3. Twelve pitchers at Salem, Virginia. 
' 
A ~otal of eighteen subjects were selected from the 
!' 
populatiori to participate in the study. 
needed 
Development of the Timing Device 
A t!iming device for the velocity measurement study was 
to ;!obtain the necessary data. The device was con-
,, 




1E ;IF. Lindquist, Statistical Analysis in Educational 
Research, :[ (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940) , 
P• 262. I 
:I 
moved about and was large enough to be used effectively. 
:1 
Th~ appartus, (Fig. 1) consisted of two large frames 
ii constructed from one inch galvinized pipe. Each frame was 
II 
rectangular in shape, four feet wide and seven feet high. 
II 
A strip oB one inch flat iron was welded to each side. A 
series of if 1/16 inch holes were drilled lt;: inches apart, the 
length oflthe flat iron. A series network of #16 insulated 
wires was inserted through the holes in the flat iron, ex-
tending t~o inches from the sides. A series network of #20 
copper wiJe was $old·ered to each end of the #16 insulated 
II 
wire. Th~s formed a series network or grid of #20 copper 
'1 wire. The spans were loosely connected in the middle by a 
23 
ii 
single ha]f twist so that the projectile would break the cir-
cuit withlminimum contact. 
An !,electro-magnetic relay was connected in series with 
each of tJe two grid work 11 gates 11 , and this assembly was con-
! 
I nected to ·,a six-volt, direct current power source. The 
I 
relays we1e activated when a complete circuit existed. If 
the series grid work of the gates was opened by pulling apart 
any of th1i wires of the gates, the relay was deactivated. 
Gate number one was closest to the pitcher, and relay 
•I 
number onJ closed a switch to activate the 1/100 second 
ii 
timing device when the relay was deactivated. Gate number 





two opened!a switch to deactivate the timing device when the 
relay was keactivated. In this way, the timing device was I . 
running between the time the ball passes through the two 
gates. Th! time of flight, between the gates, divided into 
the distan!e separating the gates, is a measure of the 
II 




On the succeeding two pages are a series of pictures 
h · h II t · · d · d t F. 1 h th sowing t e iming evice an appar us. igure sows e 
gate and s!ries of grid work. Figure 2 shows the 1/100 
second tim!r. Figure 3 shows the application of the testing 
instrument! Figure 4 shows a schematic drawing of the test-
. . t II t ing ins rumen. 
I 
Collection of the Data 
The plan of the study involved the measuring of the 
velocity off pitchers from three baseball teams. The teams 
involved iA this study were, Morehead State University, 
Eastern KeAtucky State University, and the Salem, Virginia 
professionJ1 baseball team, during the baseball season of 
1967. II 
The [ivelocity measurement was a·pplied to a total of 
eighteen pitchers. Three separate testing periods were con-
lJ 
ducted. The Morehead State University pitchers were measured 
II 








FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 
II 
GATE AND SERIES OF GRID THE 1/100 SECOND TIMER 
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SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF TIMING DEVICE 
) 
27 I 
Kentucky State University pitchers were measured on two dates, 
I' 
during thelj last week in May. Salem, Virginia pitchers were 
Ii 
measured on two dates during July. The purpose of the 
II 
11 
research sfudy was explained to the subjects at this time. 
Previous tb these dates, a letter, explaining the purpose of 
the experlent, was sent to each subject. 
The field layout for the velocity measurement study 
procedure was conducted with the pitcher throwing the normal 
11 
distance f,i'om the pitcher's plate to home plate. 
II 
Gatl/ number one was set up ten feet from the pitcher's 
plate. Ga1te number two was set up forty-one feet in front of 
gate numbel one and nine feet in front of home plate. This 
distance, ~or measurement purposes, was selected to give a 
11 
more accurate measurement and give the pitcher and catcher a 
"t" I bl" th t b 1 . f h . posi ion ena ing em o e ess conscious o t e testing 
instrumenJ facing them. 
I 
I 
As jthe ball passed through gate number one, a 1/100 
d t . I. d · t" t d A th b 11 d secon iming evice was ac iva e. s e a passe 
!I • 
through.gate number two, the timing device was deactivated. 
The time[/ travel was then recorded in hundredths of a 
second. Tpe time of flight between the two gates was divided 
b h d . lit . th t . . th y t e is,I ance separating e ga es, giving e average 
1, 
velocity o'!r the pitch in feet per second. 
If 







procedures completed in one testing session. 
threw a total of twenty pitches. The mean was 
for each method of gripping the ball, by 
dividing the total score obtained by the pitchers by the 
I ,, 
number of pitches thrown in each method. Each subject was 
i 
instructed:: to throw each pitch as hard as he possibly could 
I,[ 
with his nftural style of throwing. Ten fastballs were 
thrown by gripping the ball across the seams, and ten fast-
11 
balls were Ii thrown with the seams. The order in which each 






Analysis of the Data 
were compiled in two parts to provide means 
1, 
of comparing the scores and determining the relationship 
I' 
of the variables. 




the study. This provided a means of comparing 
ij 
the scores .:and 
iables. TAis 
I 
determining the relationship between the var-
preliminary analysis of the data was organized 
to include.graphical representations, relative status, and 
other statistical measures to ascertain the 
relationship between the variables. 
2Lindquist, loc. cit. 
I ,, 
:1 I 29 
Thi! small sample t-test was applied to test the null 
I hypothesis: that there was no significant difference between 
throwing JJ baseball with the seams or across the seams. 
To i~ind the difference a correlated sampling design 
was used. This technique of pairing may be done by pairing 
the same :imdividual.3 This design was evaluated for a signi-
ficant dii~erence between the two means. This small sample 
' t-test was applied to determine the significance at the 5 per 
I 
cent level! of significance. 
Setting of the Study 
Thel study was conducted at Morehead State University 
during the,) Spring and Summer semesters of 1967. The subjects 
were randobly drawn from the team rosters of Morehead State 
Unive;sity:1, Eastern Kentucky State University, and Salem, 
JI 
II 
Virginia Class A professional club. 
Theltesting dates were as follows: 
'I 
1. I Morehead State University--March 30 and 31, 
I April 1 and 3. 
2. /Eastern Kentucky State University--May 23 and 24. 
3. ~ Salem,, Virginia--July, 12 and 13. 
I 3Ja1Jles E. Wert, Charles 0. Neidt, and J. Stanley 
Sta tis.ti cal. Methods in Educational and Psycholofical Research 
(New York:! Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954, p. 142. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
11 
11 
A 1eport and analysis of the data is presented in this 
ii 
chapter. :!The data were compiled in two parts to provide 
1, 
means of Jomparing the scores and determining the relation-
:1 
ship of the variables. The statistical treatments of the 
ii 
,1 
data are presented in such a manner as to give a complete 
:I 
understan~ing of the interpretation and results of data 
analysis. :
1 
The data utilized in the study are presented in 
Appendix C. The scale for converting time in seconds to feet 
'I 
per seconJ and miles per hour is presented in Appendix B. 
A j · · f d f b 11 1 . b ~lomparison in eet per secon , o a ve ocity y 
throws gr:i)pped across the seams and throws gripped with the ,, 
'I 
seams of t!he eighteen subjects tested on the electric timing 
'I ,, 
device is 1shown in Figure 5 .. 
1, 
Figure 5 shows the measurement data in feet per second 
'I 
II 
and the re1lationship of mean velocity of each method of grip-,, 
1: 
ping the ~~11. Seventeen of the eighteen subjects had a 
:I 
higher mear velocity in feet per second when gripping the 
ball across the seams. There was one subject whose mean 
If 
time for the velocity of pitches gripped across the seams was 
ii 
the same a's the velocity mean achieved when gripping the ball 
'I ,, 
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COMPARISON! OF BALL VELOCITY BY THROWS GRIPPED ACROSS THE SEAMS 
:i 
AND THROWS GRIPPED WITH THE SEAMS OF THE EIGHTEEN SUBJECTS 
,i 












MEASURED IN FEET PER SECOND 
32 
Figure S also shows that of the eighteen subjects 
·l 
tested in :,,the ball velocity test, the following to be true: 
" 
1. •I The greatest velocity was 127,7 feet per second 
thrown across the seams. 
2. :. The greatest velocity thrown with the seams was 
125.0 fee~ per second. 
' 




4. : The slowest velocity thrown with the seams was 
', 
103.0 feet per second. 
Table I summarizes the data on the time required for 
' fastballs thrown across the seams and with the seams to 
travel th~ forty-one feet between the two grids of the 
I 
I 
electric ~iming device by the eighteen subjects tested in the 
'I 
ball velocity test. It shows the duration of ball flight of 
the eighte,en subjects _measured in seconds. 
'I ,, 
For the individual pitchers used in the study, the 
I 
mean dura~ion of flight for the fastball gripped across the 
seams rang,ed from 0. 321 seconds to 0. 383 seconds. The mean 
I 
duration of flight for the fastball gripped with the seams 
I 
ranged fro,m 0. 328 seconds to 0. 398 seconds. The difference 
11 
in mean duration of flight between fastballs gripped across 
the seams :and fastballs gripped with the seams ranged from 
,I " 0.000 seconds to 0.0lo seconds. 
TABLE I 
DURATION OF BALL FLIGHT FOR FORTY ONE FEET MEASURED IN 
SECONDS OF THE EIGHTEEN SUBJECTS ON THE BALL VELOCITY 
TEpT MEASURED BY THE ELECTRIC TIMING DEVICE 
:1 ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS SUBJECTS 
Mean Range Mean Range 
' ' 1 ....... ;:. 0.327 0.30-0.34 0.345 0.33-0.35 
2 ....... ·'. 0.383 0.36-0.40 0.398 0.38-0.42 
3 ....... 0.349 0.34-0.36 0.357 0.35-0.37 
4 ....... o. 359 0.33-0.38 0.376 0.35-0.39 
5 ....... 0.338 O. 32-0. 36 0.354 0.35-0.36 
6 ....... 0.337 0.32-0.35 0.349 0.33-0.37 
7 ....... 0.373 0.36-0.39 O .383 O. 38-0. 39 
8 ....... 0.336 0.32-0.35 0.349 0.34-0.36 
9 ....... 0.322 0.31-0.33 0.328 0.32-0.34 
10 ....... 1·· 0.356 0.35-0.37 o. 359 0.35-0.37 
11 ....... \ 0.346 0.33-0.35 0.346 0.34-0.37 
12 ....... ·. 0.349 0.33-0.36 0.362 0.35-0.38 
13 ....... ,• 0.321 0.31-0.33 O .328 0.32-0.34 
14 ....... i. o. 337 0.33-0.34 0.345 0.34-0.35 
15 ....... :. 0.333 0.33-0.34 0.342 0.33-0.35 
16 ....... '\ 0.337 0.32-0.35 0.346 0.34-0.35 
17 ....... '. 0.321 0.30-0.33 0.332 0.31-0.35 
18 ....... '· 0.348 0.34-0.36 0.363 0.35-0.37 
" ' 
1. 
Mean 0.343 0.353 
33 
34 
The data in Table I also show that the average velocity 
of the eighteen subjects throwing the fastball across the 
seams was . 343 seconds or 81 . 6 miles per hour . The average 
velocity of the fastball gripped with the seams was . 353 
seconds or 79 .9 miles per hour . The difference in the mean 
velocity of fastballs gripped across the seams to fastballs 
gripped with the seams was . 010 seconds or 2 . 4 miles per 
hour . 
Table II shows the duration of flight for forty - one 
feet measured in miles per hour for the eighteen subjects . 
The mean velocity of the fastball gripped with the seams 
ranged from 70 . 2 miles per hour to 85 . 2 miles per hour . The 
mean velocity of the fastball gripped across t he seams ranged 
from 73 . 0 miles per hour to 87 . 1 miles per hour . The differ-
ence in mean velocity between fastballs gripped with the 
seams to fastballs gripped across the seams ranged from 0 . 000 
miles per hour to 4 . 3 miles per hour . 
Analysis of the Data 
The technique used in determining if there was any 
significant difference in the velocity of fastballs gripped 
across the seams to the velocity of fastballs gripped with 




I TABLE II 
DURATION OF BALL FLIGHT FOR FORTY ONE FEET MEASURED IN MILES 
I 
PER HOUR OF THE EIGHTEEN SUBJECTS ON THE BALL VELOCITY 
I 
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2 ••••••• .l • 
3 .....•.. : • 
4·•······1· 
5 ....... •, . 
6 ••••..•• ; . 
7 ....... ·I:• 
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9 .....••• I • 
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11 ........ . 
12 ........ 1 • 
13 ....... ·111· 
14 ........ . 
15 ....... + 
16 ....... ·111. 
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ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS 
Mean Range Mean Range 
85.3 82.2-93.2 81.0 79,9-84,7 
73,0 69,9-77,7 70.2 66.6-73,6 
80.1 77,7-82.2 78, 3 75,6-79,9 
77,9 73.6-84.7 74,3 71.6-79,9 
82,7 77,7-87,4 79.0 77,7-79,9 
83.0 79.9-87,4 80.l 75,6-84,7 
75,0 71,7-77,7. 73.0 71,6-73,6 
83.2 79,9-87,4 80.1 77,7-82.2 
86.8 84.7-90.2 85.2 82.2-87,4 
78,6 75,6-79,9 77,9 75.6-79,9 
80.8 79.9-84.7 80. 8 75,6-82.2 
80.1 77,7-84,7 77,3 73,6-79,9 
87.1 84,7-90.2 85.2 82.2-87,4 
83. O 82.2-84,7 81.0 o/9,9-82.2 
84.0 82.2-84,7 81.8 79,9-84,7 
83.0 79.9-87,4 80.8 79,9-82.2 
87.1 84.7-93,2 84,2 79,9-90.2 







. ,1 1 col)lputatio,n was described by Wert, Neidt, and Ahmann . 
To 'htilize the formula to find the difference between 
'I the two me'!jns, a correlated sampling design was used. This 
technique !called for a pairing of the same individuals. This 
I . 
correlated! design was evaluated for a significant difference 
between tlre two means at the 5 per cent level of significance 
ii by the formula as follows: 
l.11 
j X1 - X2 
t =,_,I::;::=== 
II z d2 
' N(N-1) 
Table III shows the difference between the means of 
II 
throwing the ball across the seams and throwing the ball 
ii 
with the seams. 
" 
The! scores show that the eighteen subjects who parti-
cipated in,1 the ball velocity throw measured by the electric 
timing devlce had a difference of .010 seconds for the two 
!I. 
groups. W~th seventeen degrees of freedom t equals 2.110 
II at the 5 pfr cent level of significance. Since the obtained 
,, 
twas -9.2'5, the hypothesis that there was no significant 
II 
difference!i was rejected. The alternate hypothesis that there 
is a signiticant difference between the two methods used in 
I 
gripping the ball was accepted. 
II 
I 









MEAN SC©RES, DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EACH MEAN SCORE, AND 
II 
DIFFERENCES SQUARED OF THE EIGHTEEN SUBJECTS WHO 
I 
fARTICIPATED IN THE BALL VELOCITY THROW 





1 ....... , 
'I 2 ••••••• ', 
'I 3 ••••••• ~ 
'I 4 ..•.... ~ 
5 ......• I 
6 ••..... I 
7 ..•.•.• ~ 
8 ....... ! 
'I 9 ..•. •· .• '· 
10 ....... I 
11 ....... I 
12 ....... ! 
13 ....... I 
I' 14 ....... ) 
'I 15 ....... ! 
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~D = .190 



























X2 D D2 
.345 .018 .000324 
. 398 .015 .000225 
.357 .008 .000064 
.376 .017 .000289 
.354 .016 .000256 
.349 .012 .000144 
. 383 .010 .000100 
. 349 .013 .000169 
.328 .006 .000036 
.359 .003 .000009 
.346 .000 .000000 
. 362 .013 .000169 
.328 .007 .000049 
.345 .008 .000064 
. 342 .009 .000081 
.346 .009 .000081 
.332 .011 .000121 
.363 .015 .000225 
6. 362 2:D= .190 ID2= .002406 





'I The,1 statistical treatment of the data indicated that 
there was ;a significant difference between the means of the 
' I 
fastball thrown across the seams and the means of the fast-
ball throwh with the seams. The small sample t-test was 
I 
used to shpw significance at the .05 level. ·An obtained 
" 






SUMMAR~, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
·I ,, 
11 
Th~s study dealt with two selected grips and their 
;1 
influence :ion the velocity of the fastball. The study was 
concerned lwith gripping the ball across the seams or with the 
seams and i,determining the effect these grips had on the 
velocity ~If the fastball. This chapter presents a summary of 
' 
I 
the study,; draws conclusions from the data, illustrates 
' implicati9ps from the conclusions, and gives recommendations 





Thell purpose of this study was to determine the relation-
ship between selected grips on a baseball to pitching veloc-
ity. 
There has been considerable research conducted on most 
I 
phases of ~itching techniques. The research pertaining to 
" ·, 
the grip and its contributions to pitching velocity has not 
11 
been very ~xtensive. However, a limited number of studies 
ii 
have been conducted on various aspects of the velocity of a 
fastball. These studies have a direct relationship to the 
study of grip and its influence on pitching velocity. The 
studies prisented some indication of the importance of the 
Ii 




number of ;articles appearing in the literature regarding 
velocity of the fastball, it seemed that high velocity was 
' 
character~stic of the good pitcher. 
ThJ study was designed to test the null hypothesis 
I, 
that ther~; was no significant difference in the mean scores 
' 
of fastballs thrown with the seams to the mean scores of 
I 
fastballs •,thrown across the seams. 
The subjects used in the study were drawn randomly 
I 
40 
from the rosters of three baseball teams that were available 
'I for resea1fh purposes. A fifty per cent random sample of 
pitchers on each team roster gave the following number of 
' 
subjects: 





2. ', Five subjects from Eastern Kentucky State Univer-
Richmond, Kentucky. ,, 
1
11 
3. :1 Six subjects from the Salem Class A professional 
' :I 
at Safem, Virginia. 
11 
A t9tal of eighteen subjects were included in the 
study. 
,, 
sessions were arranged that the subject Te1?ting so 
I' 
I 
could be tested in one session. 
' 
A tfming device for the velocity measurement study 
was developed to obtain the necessary data. The timing 
I: 
' device measured the time of flight of the ball in hundredths 
I 
41 
of a second for a distance of forty-one feet. The time of 
:1 
flight foD the ball was divided by forty-one feet, giving the 
I 
velocity qf the pitch in feet per second. 
,I 
I 
The: data analysis made in the study was based on mean 
scores which subjects made when tested by the electric timing 
' 
device. The .05 level of significance was used to determine 
if there was any significant difference in the velocity 
achieved b:y gripping the ball with the seams to the velocity 
:1 
achieved by gripping the ball across the seams. 
I 
Thei data indicated that seventeen of the eighteen sub-
jects had \:i. higher mean velocity when gripping the ball across 
,I 
the seams.',' One subject had the same mean velocity for both 
methods of;: gripping the ball. ,, 
Conclusions 
ii 
Findings of the study with these subjects provide ,, 
I' 
evidence of the following conclusions: 
! 
1. /The mean velocity of the fastball gripped across 
II 
the seams was ,343 seconds or 81.6 miles per hour. 
2. iThe mean velocity of the fastball gripped with 
' ,, 
the seams was ,353 seconds or 79,9 miles per hour. 
'I 
3. 11 There was a significant difference between the 
' . 
;i 
selected grips used in throwing the baseball and the mean 
I 
velocity a~hieved with each method. 
Implications 
I 
Thel study indicated that the type of grip used by 
the pitchJ!I" had some influence on the velocity achieved by 
II ,, 
42 
his pitche$. Careful. considEiration should be given the 
pitcher wJen instructing him of the best techniques of pitch-
:,1 ing. I 
Recommendations 
I . Results of the study suggest the feasibility of an 
approach tll the problem of methods of gripping a baseball and 
the influelce of the grip on the velocity of the pitch that: ,, 
it 
1. !Would allow a larger sample to be tested to pro-
vide a moril accurate measure of the difference in the veloc-
ity of thrlown baseballs by the use of selected grips. 




on the effect of grip on velocity and control of 
.I 
the pitch.,' 
3. I It is recommended that further.investigations be 
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CORRESPONDENCE PREPARATORY TO THE STUDY 
48 
CORRESPONDENCE PREPARATORY TO THE STUDY 
\ Mr. Rex Bowen 
Director of Scouting 
Pittsburg~ Baseball Club 
Forbes Field 
Pittsburg~, Pennsylvania 15213 
" " Dear Mr. Bowen: 
' 
Holbrook Hall #1 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
March 2, 1967 
As you may remember from our meeting of January 4, 1967, 
I am a graduate student at Morehead State University. At 
the prese~t time, I am preparing a thesis proposal for a 
Master I s d,egree. The topic of the study is The Relationship 
of Grip to Pitching Velocity. 
I 
Because OD your expressed interest in this project, I am 
requesting permission to use the Pirate 1s minor league 
pitchers as subjects for this study. If this is possible, 
I would suggest the testing date be set for spring training 
at Daytona: Beach in April. 
11 
!: 
Details of1 the study will be explained by telephone. 
" 




Mr. Leston Stewart 
Holbrook Hall #1 
Morehead, .Kentucky 
Dear Mr. S,tewart: 
I 
Pittsburgh Baseball Club 
Forbes Field 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
March 13, 1967 
Because of my great interest in the topic you have chosen 
to study, :ram pleased that your committee has accepted 
49 
this problem and that you will be doing your thesis on it. 
It has taKen many, many years for me to realize that this is 
fact. With this realization, we have made a contact here in 
Pittsburgh and are trying tci gather formidable evidence 
which would prove gripping the ball one way is better than 
gripping :(t another. 
I 
In my opinion, the Pirate Organization is not receptive nor 
ready to run this type of experiment in the spring training 
of 1967. .I suggest you work with the pitchers on the 
Morehead U,ni versity squad this spring, and I will arrange a 
visit to o~r Salem, Virginia club during the season. 
Despite the fact that I will be at Daytona Beach, something 
like this 'must be approved by more than one person in 
authority-'! 
I would certainly like to talk with you further on this 
matter, after our scouting activities slow up a bit. You 
certainly have my permission to use my comments in any 
articles :J:ou care to publish. 




















April 3, 1967 . 
'.I Eastern Kentucky State University 
Richmond, II Kentucky 
:I 
Dear Mr. Hughes: 
40351 
11 
I am a gr~duate student in the Education Department at 
Morehead State University. At this time, I am preparing 
a thesis iroposal for my Master's degree .. The topic of 
the studyllis The Relationship of Grip to Pitching 
Velocity. I 
Your team II has been selected as one of three teams to 
participate in this project. I would like to request 
permissioa to use your pitching staff as subjects for this 
d II stu y. I[ 
Details of the study will be explained on my visit to your 
office on II April 19, 1967. 
Best wishls in the coming baseball season. 
11 Yours truly, 
I 
(Signed) 
! Leston Stewart 
50 
I 
I Mr. Charl:f"s Hughes 
Baseball Coach 
Holbrook# 1 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
April 21, 1967 
I . 
Eastern Kentucky State University 
Richmond ,;I Kentucky 
I 
Dear Mr. Hughes: 
51 
Thank you 11 for your permission concerning the use of your 
pitchers as subjects for my study. 
As discusked on my visit with you on April 19, I am randomly 
selecting'! fifty per cent sample of your ten pitchers. The 






'I Larry Robertson 
Rtmnie Andrews 
Would you;I please notify each boy of his selection and I 
will contact each one and set up a testing period. The 
testing dates of May 23 and 24 is fine with me. 
11 




Mr. Rex B~wen 
Director :f)f Scouting 
Pittsburgh Baseball Club 
Forbes Fi:~ld 
Holbrook# 1 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
June 14, 1967 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 
ii 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
1/ 
During oul telephone discussion of June 13, 1967, you said 
that it whuld be possible for me to use the Salem, Virginia 
club as sµbjects for my study, The Relationship of Grip to 
Pitching 1:Velocity. . 
This lettlbr is in regard to setting a date .for testing 
purpos.es .II After checking my s. chedule, I find that July 10, 
1967 willjbe fine. If you see reason to change this date 
please no
1
~ify me at the above address or by phone. The 
telephone/number is 784-5185. 




















July 5, 1967 
Jack Heimbuecher 
Les Stewa,,rt, a former Pirate player, a graduate assistant at 
Morehead State University and a personal friend of mine, is 
conducting experiments on the relationship of the velocity 
of a pitched ball to the way a pitched ball is held (either 
across th'e seams or with the seams). Stewart is conducting 
this rese~rch at my request and in the pursuit of his 
Master's Degree in physical education. I planned to be 
with Stewart in Salem when he was able to conduct these 
experiments, but I find that my itinerary will not allow me 
to do so.: Stewart will leave Morehead State University on 
Tuesday, !July 11th, and drive to Salem. He plans to be in 
Salem two'.1 days, July 12 and 13, to conduct his experiments. 
I 
I urge you to cooperate 100% with Les Stewart in helping him 
to conduc~ his research. I know you will do anything you 
can to supply him the pitchers when they are able to throw. 
Les plans.to be with you on July 12 and 13 and would like to 
test thre'~ pitchers each day. 
I enjoyed' being with you this past week. You are doing a 













LETTER TO SELECTED SUBJECTS 
March 15, 1967 
:I 
You have been selected as one of the subjects to take 
I 
part in a .,study concerned with the velocity of a thrown 
' 
baseball. !, A total of twenty throws will be measured. Ten 
54 
throws wi:Ll be gripped across the seams and ten throws will 
be gripped with the seams. Each participant has an 
opportunit!y to gain useful knowledge with this experience and 
., 
at the same time make a contribution to our understanding of 
ii 
' 
skills in~olved in pitching. 
Part~cipation of each subject selected is vitally 
', 
important for the success of this study so I hope you can 
take part -1, 
Your 'coach has agreed to (date) 
tested. 
, for you to be 
Thank
1 
you for your cooperation in this project. I 
'J 






SCALE FOR CONVERTING TIME IN SECONDS TO 
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VELOC,ITY MEASUREMENT DATA OF THE EIGHTEEN SUBJECTS 




VELOCITY MEASUREMENT DATA OF THE EIGHTEEN SUBJECTS 
I 
TESTED ON THE ELECTRIC TIMING DEVICE 
SUBJECT NO. 
-I 






Weight. 172 lbs. 
Height. 6 ft. 
Classification. College sophomore 
Normal throwing position. Overhand 
Natural grip. Across the seams 




l. ····.· .. ii 
2 ••••••• ' 
3 ....... ' 
4 ....... ' 
5 ...... . 
6 ..•...• : 
7 ....... ' 
8 .•..... 
9 ....... 'I 













Total :j 3. 27 
11 
Average I .327 
:\ 
Fastest ':I . 30 




























































TABLE V (continued) 
' SUBJECT NQ. 
-:1 







Weight. 170 lbs. 
Height. 6 ft. 3 in. 
Classification. College sophomore 
Normal throwing position. Three-quarters 
Natural grip. With the seams 
I 
'I ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS PITCHES • 
!I Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. 
I 
1 ...... .' -37 110.8 75. 6 .38 107.9 73.6 
2 •..•••. : -37 110.8 75.6 .39 105.1 71.6 
3 ....... : .39 105.1 71.6 .41 100.0 68.2 
4 ....... .36 113.9 77-7 .42 97.6 66.6 
5 ....... i .38 107.9 73.6 .40 102.5 69.9 
6 ....... : .40 102.5 69.9 .39 105.1 71.6 
7 ....... ; .40 102.5 69.9 .40 102.5 69.9 
8 ....... : -39 105.1 71.6 .40 102.5 69.9 
9 ....... ' -39 105.1 71.6 .39 105.1 71.6 
10 ....... i .38 107.9 73.6 .40 102.5 69.9 
I 
Total B. 83 3.98 
11 
Average ,I. 383 107.1 73.0 . 398 103.0 70.2 
Fastest !
1 
. 36 113.9 77.7 . 38 107.9 73.6 
i 
Slowest i .40 102.5 
! 
69.9 .42 97.6 66.6 
59 
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TABLE V (continued) 
SUBJECT NO. III Hugh Calopy Date. March 31, 1967 
;1 Age. 20 
:I 
Weight, 180 lbs. 
Height. 6 ft. 3 in. 
ij 
Classification. College freshman 
Normal throwing position. Overhand 




' ! ACROSS THE SEAMS 
PITCHES : WITH THE SEAMS 
I Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h, Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. I 
:1 
120.6 82.2 1 ..... "if .34 ,35 117.1 79.9 
2 ....... : . 36 113.9 77.7 ,35 117.1 79,9 
3 ...... ,: .35 117.1 79.9 .37 110,8 75,6 
4."" .. ,34 120.6 82.2 .35 117,1 79,9 
5 ....... : .35 117.1 79-9 .37 110.8 75,6 
6 ....... ! .35 117.1 79,9 .35 117,1 79.9 
7 ....... ! ,35 117.1 79,9 ,36 113.9 77.7 
8 ... " .. ' .35 117,l 79.9 .36 113.9 77,7 
9 ....... ! ,35 117.1 79.9 .35 117.1 79.9 







80.1 114,8 78.3 Average :'.349 117.5 ,357 
Fastest ii . 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79,9 
Slowest 11 . 36 113.9 77.7 .37 110.8 75.6 
:1 
TABLE V (continued) 
SUBJECT NO. IV Jack Vobis Date. April 1, 1967 
Age. 22 
Weight. 200 lbs. 
Height. 6 ft. 4 in. 
Classification. College junior 
Natural grip. Across the seams 
PITCHES :I 
ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS 
:1 Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. 
1 ....... :I .35 117.1 79.9 . 37 110.8 75.6 
2 ....... ·, .35 117 .. 1 79.9 .J6 113.9 77.7 
3 ....... ,I .37 110.8 75.6 .JS 107.9 73.6 
4 ....... ;1.36 113.9 77,7 .37 110.8 75.6 
5 ...... ·' . 36 113.9 77.7 .39 105.1 71.6 
6 ...... -:1•36 113.9 77.7 .35 117.1 79.9 
7 ....... ; . 36 113.9 77.7 .JS 107.9 73.6 
s ...... •' .33 124.2 84.7 .39 105.1 71.6 
9 ....... : .37 110.8 75. 6 .39 105.1 71.6 
10 ....... · . 38 107.9 73.6 . 38 107.9 73.6 
:1 
J.76 Total !3. 59 
Average :1. 359 114.2 77.9 .376 109.0 74,3 
'I 
Fastest 
!I . 33 124.2 S4.7 .35 117.1 79.9 
Slowest ·
11






TABLE V (continued) 
II 
SUBJECT No:~ V Frank McGuire Date. April 1, 1967 
Age. 19 
Weight. 175 lbs. 
Height. 5 ft. 11 in. 
Classification. College freshman 
Normal throwing position. Overhand 
Natural grip. Across the seams 
PITCHES ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS 
ii l,Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h . Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. 
. 'I 
113.8 .36 113.8 1 ....... 11.36 77.7 77.7 
2 ....... ,1 • 3 2 128.l 87.4 .35 117.1 79.9 
3 • • • • • • • ,I • 35 117.1 79.9 .35 117.1 79.9 
4·······\!·34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79.9 
5 ....... I • 34 120.6 82.2 .36 113.9 77.7 
6 ....... i • 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.l 79.9 
7. ••••••I .33 124.2 84.7 . 36 113.9 77.7 
8 ....... 11 · 34 120.6 82.2 .36 113.9 77.7 
9 ....... : .33 124.2 84.7 .35 117.l 79.9 
10 ....... : . . 33 124.2 84.7 .35 117.1 79.9 
I, 
:'i 
Total 3.38 3.54 ,: 
' 
Average ·, .:,338 121.3 82.7 .354 115.8 79.0 
Fastest ii 32 128.l 87.4 .35 117.l 79.9 I • 
Slowest 't36 113.9 77.7 .36 113.9 77.7 ,1 
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Weight. 202 lbs. 
Height. 6 ft. 
Classification. College freshman 
Normal throwing position. Overhand 
Natural grip. With the seams 
PITCHES 1 
ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS 
Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. 
I 
I 
1 ....... 1 .34 120.6 82.2 -34 120.6 82.2 
2 ...... ·1 .33 124.2 84.7 -35 117.1 79.9 3 ...... •' .34 120.6 82.2 . 34 120.6 82.2 
4--·····1 .34 120.6 82.2 .34 120.6 82. 2 
5 ...... ·11 .34 120.6 82.2 .33 124.2 84.7 6 ....... .32 128.1 87.4 -35 117.1 79.9 7 ...... -·i . 32 128.1 87.4 .36 113.9 77.7 8 ....... .34 120.6 82.2 .36 113.9 77.7 9 ....... .35 117.1 79-9 . 37 110.8 75.6 10 ....... I .35 117.1 79.9 .35 117.1 79.9 
.I 
'I 
Total 6 .37 3.49 
Average !.337 121.7 83.0 .349 117.5 80.1 
Fastest .32 128.l 87.4 .33 124.2 84.7 
Slowest I I • 35 117.1 
i 
79.9 -37 110.8 75.6 
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TABLE V (continued) 


















Weight. 160 lbs. 
Height. 6 ft. 
Classification. College freshrna~ 
Normal throwing position. Three-quarters 
Natural grip. With the seams. 
ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS 
i Sec. Ft./sec. M.p·.h •. Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. 
-37 110.8 75.6 . 38 107.9 73.6 
. 37 110.8 75.6 . 39 105.1 71.6 
. 38 107.9 73.6 .38 107.9 73.6 
. 37 110.8 75.6 . 38 107.9 73.6 
. 38 107.9 73.6 .39 105.1 71.6 
-39 105 .. 1 71.6 . 38 107.9 73.6 
,38 107.9 73.6 .38 107,9 73.6 
-37 110.8 75.6 .39 105.l 71.6 
.36 113.9 77-7 .38 107,9 73.6 
.36 113.9 77-7 .38 107.9 73.6 
II 
3.73 3. 83 
1[373 109.9 75.0 . 383 107.0 73,0 
.36 113.9 77-7 . 38 107.9 73.6 
,39 105.1 71.6 . 39 105.1 71.6 
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TABLE V (continued) 
VIII Mike Simpson Date. May 23, 1967 
Age. 19 
Weight. 180 lbs. 
Height. 5 ft. 11 in. 
Classification. College freshman 
Normal throwing position. Three-quarters 
Natural grip. With the seams 
II 
PITCHES II 
ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS ,, 
i! Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. Sec. Ft./sec. M.p:h. 
,, 
1' 128.1 87.4 .34 120.6 82.2 1 ...... ·1' .32 
2 ....... ;l.33 124.2 84.7 .35 117.1 79.9 
3·······!i·32 128.1 87.4 .34 120.6 82.2 
4 ....... : . 33 124.2 84.7 .35 117.1 79.9 
5 ....... 111·35 117.1 79.9 .35 117.1 79.9 
6 ....... I! • 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79.9 
7 ....... :, . 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79.9 
8 ....... :1 • 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79.9 
9 · · · · · · . i! . 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79.9 
10 ....... 'r35 117.1 79.9 .36 113.9 77.7 
11 ,, 
ii 
Total 3 .36 3.49 
1I 
Average !1336 122.0 83.2 .349 117.5 80.l 
Fastest 
1!. 32 128.1 87.4 . 34 120.6 82.2 
,: 
Slowest L35 117.1 79.9 .36 113.9 77.7 












TABLE V ( continued ) 
SUBJECT NO . IX David Price Date . May 23 , 1967 
Age . 22 
Weight . 205 lbs . 
Height . 6 ft . 2 in . 
Classification . College Senior 
Normal throwing pos i tion . Overhand 
Natural grip . With the seams 
PITCHES 
ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS 
Sec . 
1 ....... . J2 
2 . ...... . JJ 
3 ...... . . J2 
4 ...... . . J2 
5 . .. . . .. . J2 
6 . ... ... . Jl 
7 . . . . ... . JJ 
8 . ...... . JJ 
9 . . .... . . J2 
10 ..... . . . 32 
Total J . 22 
Average . 322 
Fastest . 31 
Slowest . J3 
Ft . / sec . 
128 . 1 
124 . 2 
128 . l 
128 . l 
128 . 1 
132 . J 
124 . 2 
124 . 2 
128 .1 
128 .1 
127 . 3 
132 . J 
124 . 2 
M. p . h . 
87 . 4 
84 . 7 
87 . 4 
87 . 4 
87 . 4 
90 . 2 
84 . 7 
84 . 7 
87 . 4 
87 . 4 
86 . 8 
90 . 2 
















Ft . / sec . 
120 . 6 
124 . 2 
128 . 1 
128 . 1 
128 . 1 
128 . 1 
120 . 6 
124 . 2 
124 . 2 
124 . 2 
125 . 0 
128 . 1 
120 . 6 
M. p . h . 
82 . 2 
84 . 7 
87 . 4 
87 . 4 
87 . 4 
87 . 4 
82 . 2 
84 . 7 
84 . 7 
84 . 7 
85 . 2 
87 . 4 
82 . 2 
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TABLE V (continued) 
:1 







Weight. 210 lbs. 
Height. 6 ft. 4 in. 
Classification. Professional 
Normal throwing position. Overhand 
Natural. grip. With the seams 
,1 
ACROSS THE SEAMS WITH THE SEAMS PITCHE,q ,I 
:j Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. 
'I 
1 ....... :! . 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79.9 
2 ...... ·11 .33 124.2 84.7 .34 120.6 82.2 
3 ...... ·'1 .34 120.6 82.2 .34 120.6 82.2 
4 ....... :: . 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79,9 
5 ....... :i .32 128.1 87.4 .35 117.1 79.9 
6 ....... i,.35 117.1 79.9 .35 117.1 79.9 
7 ....... ,i .35 117.1 79.9 .35 117.1 79.9 
8. . . . . . . . . 34 120.6 82.2 .35 117.1 79.9 
9 ....... :1.33 124.2 84.7 .34 120.6 82.2 
10 ....... ii .33 124.2 84.7 . 34 120.6 82.2 
' ,, 
I 
Total 3.37 3.46 
,, 
Average ':337 121.7 83.0 .346 118.5 80.8 
Fastest :! . 32 128.1 87.4 ,34 120.6 82.2 ,, 
,I 
Slowest ,I . 35 117.1 79.9 .35 117.1 79.9 
;I 
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TABLE V (continued) 
lj 
SUBJECT NO,. XVII 
-1 
Ted Ingram Date. July 13, 1967 
Age. 18 
Weight. 165 lbs. 
Height. 5 ft. 10 in. 
Classification. Professional 
Normal throwing position. Overhand 
Natural grip. With the seams 
ACROSS THE SEAMS WI'l'H THE SEAMS 
PITCHES ,I 
,: Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. Sec. Ft./sec. M.p.h. 
:1 ,, 
1 ....... , . 33 124.2 84.7 .31 132.3 90.2 
2 ....... ,i .32 128.l 87.4 .33 124.2 84. 7 
3 ....... i .32 128.1 87.4 .33 124.2 84.7 
4 ....... ,1.32 128.l 87.4 .32 128.1 87.4 
5 ....... ,,.32 128.l 87.4 .34 120.6 82.2 
6 ....... ,:.33 124.2 34;7 .33 124.2 84.7 
7 ........ 1 • 30 136.6 93.2 .35 117.1 79.9 
8 ....... ,: .32 128.1 87.4 .34 120.6 82.2 
9 ....... j .32 128.1 87.4 .33 124.2 84. 7 
10 ....... L 33 124.2 84.7 .34 120.6 82.2 ,, 
:, 
,1 
Total 3 .21' 3 .J2 
:1 
Average :.1321 127.7 87.1 .332 123.5 84.2 
,, 
Fastest ' I• 30 136.6 
:1 
93,2 ,31 132.3 90.2 
Slowest !,, 33 124.2 84,7 .35 117.1 79.9 
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TABLE V (continued ) 
SUBJECT NO . XVIII Larry Holder Date . July 13 , 1967 
Age . 19 
Weight . 190 lbs . 
Height . 6 ft . 1 in . 
Classification . Professional . 
Normal throwing position . Three- quarters 
Natural grip . Across the seams 
ACROSS THE SEAMS 
PI'T'CHES 
Sec . 
1 ....... . 35 
2 .••.. . • . 35 
3 ....... , 35 
4 . ..... . . 34 
5 ....... . 34 
6 ..... .. . 35 
7 . ... ... . 35 
8 ....... . 35 
9 ....... . 34 
10 ...... . . 36 
Total 3 . 48 
Average . 348 
Fastest . 34 
Slowest . 36 




120 . 6 




120 . 6 
113 . 9 
117 . 8 
120 . 6 
113 . 9 
M. p .h . 
79 . 9 
79 . 9 
79 , 9 
82 . 2 
82 . 2 
79 . 9 
79 . 9 
79 . 9 
82 . 2 
77 , 7 
80 . 3 
82 . 2 
















WITH THE SRAMS 
Ft . /sec . 
110 . 8 
110 . 8 




110 . 8 
117 .1 
113 . 9 
110 . 8 
112 . 9 
117 .1 
110 . 8 
M. p .h. 
75 . 6 
75 .6 
77 . 7 
77 . 7 
79 . 9 
75 . 6 
75 . 6 
79 . 9 
77 . 7 
75 . 6 
77 . 0 
79 . 9 
75 . 6 
75 

